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ANY MESSAGES FILED WTTH THE EMBARGO

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF WOMEN

Speech by Mr. H. Dalton, President of the Board of Trade,

speaking at the afternoon session;-

As the Prime Minister said in his wonderful speech to you this morning, we are

non fully stretched and going all out in our great -war effort* And you have shown

By your warm response to him and other speakers, that you do not intend to slacken

or relax the magnificent contribution -which you women arc making to this, war effort,

until this total war has ended in total victory and the men come home.

The President of the Board of Trade cannot hope, during a total war, to be

very popular with the women* He is responsible for everything, except food and

fuel, which is bought and sold in the shops, and for everything which people think

ought to be on sale in the shops, but which isn’t there.

My task* is to help Mr. Bevin and my other colleagues in the Government to

mobilise all the labour and all the materials and all the shipping space required

for all the requirements of the fighting forces and for the production of that vast

flow of aircraft, tanks, guns end other munitions, I have to help them by

deliberately restricting supplies for the civilian population to what is strictly

essential. And imp task is to see that these minimum essential supplies arc shared

out fairly.

Clothes,, rationing has been in force for just over two years. Already it has

saved 500,000 tons of shipping space, Ac must not risk the lives of our brave

Merchant Seamen in bringing anything to this country which is not strictly necessary.

.
Clothes rationing has released more than 500,000 men and women from the

clothing and textile industries for the fighting forces and direct war work.

Ac have saved much material which, in peace time, would have been used for

clothing, and used it for other purposes instead. Silk Is needed for airmen's
parachutes, and that is why there are no silk stockings. But I have been dealing

with complaints that some war-time stockings don’t wear very '..wel1. And I am glad

to say that to-day there arc several new types of stockings in the shops wnich wear

very well, and don’t look unattractive., I would mention two of these Victory

Stockings, No. 731 and 765

You want the best silk for parachutes and the best linen for parachute harness.

And so we -won't have so many linen goods as in peace time.

I know that many of you feel that you don’t get enough coupons. If I were to

announce to-day that I was issuing you all with 10 more clothing coupons, I should

be the most popular man in the country. But only for a few weeks until theshops

Were all sold out, and then you would all be after me, because you couldn’t, nine

your coupons into goods.

I have to match the total issue of coupons against the total supplies of goods.

To provide the extra supplies that would be needed in the shops, even if I only

gave everybody one more coupon, would take away 8,000 people from essential work and

mean that 5,000 extra tons of raw materials had to be brought across the sea, That

labour and that material, which would give you' the equivalent of one coupon each,

would clothe half-;--million soldiers from head to foot - overcoats, boots and all.

/I look forward to the
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I look forward to the day when I shall he able to give oat more coupons and

provide the goods to meet them, without hindering the war effort. No one wants

these restrictions for their own sake, hut only for the sake of the war. But if

we are to have fair shares, when there arc only restricted supplies, -we must have

rationing. Otherwise there-would he a scramble in .which a great number of you

-would get less than you do now.

But fair shares aren’t the same as equal shares. In clothes rationing there

arc two privileged classes - rightly privileged classes. The first arc the children,

I shall do everything I can to see that they have enough. The second arc the

industrial -workers, whose '.work wears out their clothes more quickly» I am maintaining
the industrial supplements as -well during this rationing period.

I am giving a lot of thought and effort just now to the question of footwear.

The best leather - I know you will agree ~ must go to the fighting men. Our

soldiers fighting new in Italy need very stout boots on those rocky mountain sides,

much harder going than anything in this country. (I served on the Italian front

for part of the last war; so I know).

Footwear is bound to be difficult for some time to come. There is no rubber

now for plimsells or wellingtons. The Japanese have got the rubber in Malaya - until

we drive them out, as we shall. And as regards leather, I can tell you new that some

time ago we went through a very difficult period with the U-boats, A number of fine-
cargoes of hides arc lying- now at the bottom of the sea. That has affected our

supplies, but they arc- coming in much better lately and we have turned the tables on

the U-boats. It is they who arc going to the bottom now.

I gave instructions some while ago to make more shoes for children and fewer

for grown ups, I hope you will back me up in that. we are making children’s shoes

now at the rate of 30 million pairs a-year - that means nearly 4 pairs a year for

each child. And the production is still going up.

Next week I have arranged to go to Leicester and Kettering and to go round some

of the factories where they make children’s shoes, and meet the manufacturors, and

the boot and shoe operatives, and see whether we- can do anything to increase the

quantity and Improve the quality. During your difficult period which I have spoken

of, we had to use some sole leather not of the best quality, But I am glad to say

that that is better now#

I am also doing all I can to help with shoe repairs %■ The difficulty here, as

you know* is' not so much material as labour# But Mr. Bevin and I have made a poet

that, as soon as he can do so, without weakening the war effort, he will let me nave

some workers back for this and other essential services ahere we are now clean to bed

rock#

But you must not count on that just yet.

There are many other things that are short just now - pots and pans; furnit ure•

I am speeding up the production of our new utility furniture which has been very

popular. but I am strictly limited in labour and materials.

I have had to out towels and teacloths on the ration, “because aicy .vci’c very

short .sol very unevenly distributed. ft vr X have been able to build up some stoops so

lam smtehin,- over some of the cotton to mnJco more snoots and pillow cases, which
are also short,
A yearago there was a severe shortage of cups, hut that has been overcome, end

I no longer get complaints on that score, Now I am taking steps to increase the

production of plates. But he as careful with thorn as you can,
..

Weare controlling prices in this war much hotter than we did in one • the

cost ofliving has risen much less and it is the intention of the govermnent to keep

It steady, I yam advised on price coat.
you

shoebA the matter to

your local pricecommittee andthey will look into it for you. Those
_

Committees investigate hundreds of cases every week

As President of the Board of Trade, I am very grateful to the women of Britain
YOU HAVE DONE SO MUCH TO MAKE MY TASK EASIERfor your help in the Make-Do and Mend Campaign
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I want you to help us also in planning for post war, when the war is over we

must build a new order sp that all the sacrifices you have made and our
me have made, shall not have ho on in vain.

MINISTRY OF LABOUR
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